#COLORSOFMS

By Artist Lindsey Joy Holcomb
WHAT IS #COLORSOFMS?

The mission of #colorsofms is to raise multiple sclerosis awareness through the universal lens of art, by transforming diagnostic MRI into vivid paintings alongside sharing people’s diverse patient journeys and advice.

As a project, #colorsofms is committed to representing a wide range of experiences in a supportive and non-judgmental way, and to building a rich community that is valuable to any stage of the patient experience.

#colorsofms is not only for those with a direct connection to MS, it raises awareness and empathy in a unique way that appeals to a wide audience.

As of May of 2020, #colorsofms participants span nine countries and twenty-two US states.
FROM BLACK AND WHITE...
TO VIVID COLOR
“I wish that when I was first diagnosed, I could have seen this. It brings a feeling of calm, peace, hope and positivity.”

@iamdeehamm
WHAT'S NEXT

My project goals are to travel and share both my story and project wherever conversations around patient advocacy are happening, as well as create a book capturing all fifty participant stories and art.

THANK YOU, TUALATIN VALLEY CREATES!

The amazing TVC incubator faculty and artist cohort helped me grow in so many ways this past year. Also thanks to TVC, I was able to invest in prints of my work to physically display the entire project in the future.
Thank you for viewing!

The 2019-2020 Arts and Culture Leadership Incubator was sponsored in part by: Washington County, the Collins Foundation, the Oregon Community Foundation and the Oregon Cultural Trust.